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Abstract. The i* framework is a Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering 
(GORE) approach that is widely applied at academic level. However, its appli-
cation to industrial scenarios is limited. For the application of i* in concrete 
software development process, an alternative is to transform the defined  
requirements models into initial input models to be used by Model-Driven De-
velopment (MDD) approaches. However, this does not assure that the resultant  
development process will be sound enough to motivate real development com-
panies to adopt this GORE solution. To tackle this issue, we propose the align-
ment of GORE and MDD solutions with software process maturity models, 
which are strongly adopted and applied by industry. In particular, we have con-
sidered an approach that integrates the i* framework into an industrially-applied 
MDD solution to obtain a development process (that goes from requirements to 
the final software code), which is compliant with the CMMI-DEV maturity 
model. 

Keywords: Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering, i* framework, Model-
Driven Development, Software Process Quality, CMMI. 

1 Introduction 

Requirement modeling plays a relevant role in software development, since the 
quality of the requirements has a direct impact on the success of software 
development projects [10]. Among several approaches for defining requirements, the 
Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering (GORE) [28][31][32] is one that has a wide 
application spectrum. In general terms, GORE focuses on obtaining the “why” of the 
intended systems through the analysis of organizational scenarios. It is concerned 
with the use of goals for eliciting, elaborating, structuring, specifying, analyzing, 
negotiating, documenting, and modifying requirements. 

However, as stated in [5], a Requirements Engineering (RE) approach is not useful 
per se, it must be appropriate for the software process into which it is integrated. 
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Thus, a GORE approach must be properly integrated into a full software process 
(from requirements to the final code). An alternative to achieve this integration is to 
automatically transform the requirements models into an initial model [1][8] to be 
used as input in the context of a Model-Driven Development (MDD) approach 
[26][33]. Then, this initial model can be refined to automatically generate code 
through a model compilation (transformation) process. An additional advantage of 
integrating GORE with MDD is that, through the automatic generation of code from 
models, MDD allows lower development costs, higher productivity, portability, inte-
roperability, ease of software evolution, and software quality improvement [16]. 

Among the existing GORE approaches, the i* framework [35] is one of the most 
widespread and used at research level [36]. However, there is a gap between the vast 
application of i* in academy in relation to its application to real (industrial) develop-
ment scenarios [34]. An alternative to obtain a suitable support for the application of 
the i* framework into real scenarios is to align i*-based development processes with a 
software process maturity model [22][30], such as the CMMI-DEV (Capability Ma-
turity Model Integration for Development) [26]. In this way, this kind of GORE solu-
tions become more attractive for the companies that are using those maturity models 
as the basis to improve their development processes in order to become more com-
petitive in terms of quality and maturity of their processes. 

As GORE, MDD, and process maturity models are focused on achiev-
ing/increasing the quality of the software product, we believe they are rather comple-
mentary. In this context, the following research question is proposed: How can be 
designed a GORE-based MDD process to fulfill the requirements of a software 
process maturity model? Since this challenge has not been properly addressed by any 
software process yet, research into this area is relevant and necessary. 

Towards answering the research question, in this paper we propose a Goal-
Oriented software process (hereafter called GO-MDD) based on the i* framework and 
on OO-Method (an industrially applied MDD approach) [20], which is compliant with 
the requirements development (RD) process area (PA1) of CMMI2. We have focused 
on the compliance with RD because, similarly to i*, the main objectives of this 
process area are the elicitation and/or specification of system requirements. 

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, practitioners that follow or plan to 
follow a maturity model and at the same time want to combine GORE and MDD can 
adapt this proposal instantiating it to their specific needs. Second, the paper can be 
useful in academia as reference for further research on combining different instances 
of GORE, MDD, and software process maturity models. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents relevant back-
ground. Section 3 describes the GO-MDD process. Section 4 presents the analysis of 
GO-MDD in regard to the RD process area. Section 5 discusses relevant related 
works. Finally, Section 6 shows the conclusions and proposes future work. 

                                                           
1  A cluster of related practices that, when implemented collectively, satisfies a set of goals for 

making improvements in an area. 
2  In this paper, the terms CMMI and CMMI-DEV are used as synonyms. 
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2 Background 

The reasons for choosing i*, OO-Method, and CMMI as the basis for the GO-MDD 
proposal are the following: i* is currently one of the most widespread GORE model-
ing and reasoning frameworks [28][32]; OO-Method is a MDD approach that has 
been successfully applied in the software industry [19] and; finally, CMMI is the most 
frequently adopted software process maturity model [22][30]. This section provides a 
brief explanation of these software development approaches. 

2.1 The i* Goal-Oriented Requirements Framework 

The i* framework [35] emphasizes the analysis of strategic relationships among orga-
nizational actors to capture intentional requirements. An actor generically refers to 
any unit for which intentional dependencies can be ascribed. Actors are intentional in 
the sense that they do not simply carry out activities and produce entities, but also 
have desires and needs. The framework offers two types of models: the Strategic De-
pendency (SD) model and the Strategic Rationale (SR) model. 

The SD model focuses on external relationships among actors. It includes a set of 
nodes and connecting links, where nodes represent actors (depender and dependee) 
and each link indicates a dependency (dependum) between two actors. There are four 
possible dependum elements: goal, resource, task, and softgoal. A goal is a condition 
or state of concerns that an actor would like to obtain. A resource is a physical or 
informational entity that must be available for an actor. A task specifies a particular 
way of doing something and can be decomposed into small sub-tasks. Finally, a soft-
goal is associated to non-functional requirements. 

The SR model is a detailed view of the SD model that shows the internal actor rela-
tionships. In addition to the dependencies that are present in the SD model, the SR 
model incorporates three new types of relationships: (i) task-decomposition links, 
which describe what should be done to perform a certain task; (ii) means-end links, 
which suggest that a task is a means to achieve a goal; (iii) contribution links, which 
suggest how a model element can contribute to satisfy a softgoal. 

2.2 The OO-Method MDD Approach 

OO-Method [20] is an object-oriented method that allows the automatic generation of 
the final application code from a conceptual model. It is supported by the industrial 
tool OlivaNova [19] and provides a precise UML-like notation, which is used to spe-
cify a Conceptual Schema that describes a system at the problem space level. The 
development process suggested by OO-Method has two phases (Fig. 1): Development 
of a Conceptual Schema and Generation of a Software Product. 

The first phase consists of eliciting and representing the essential properties of the 
information system under study, thereby creating the corresponding conceptual  
schema. In the second phase, a precise execution model, conformed by a set of compi-
lation patterns, indicates the correspondences between the conceptual schema and 
pieces of code in a target implementation platform. Thus, the application code is au-
tomatically generated for an input conceptual schema. 
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Fig. 1. Phases and artifacts of the OO-Method MDD approach 

2.3 CMMI-DEV 

CMMI-DEV [26] is a guide to implement a continuous process improvement for de-
veloping products and services. For accomplishing this task, it provides two represen-
tations: Staged, which assesses the maturity level of a whole development process 
from an organization; and Continuous, which assesses the capability level of individ-
ual process areas (PAs), selected based on the organization’s business goals. The 
process framework described in this paper (see Section 3) is related to the continuous 
representation, since it is focused on only one process area (PA): requirements devel-
opment (RD). It complies with the capability level 1 of RD, which is considered, ac-
cording to CMMI, the basis for improvement initiatives in a specific PA. A meta-
model for the continuous representation is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. CMMI Continuous Meta-model, adapted from [17][26] 

In the continuous representation, the achievement of a capability level depends on 
goals and practices (decomposition of goals) of two types: 1) specific goals (SGs) and 
specific practices (SPs), which are applied only to a particular PA; and 2) generic 
goals (GGs) and generic practices (GPs), which are applied equally to all PAs that 
achieve a specific capability level. From the assessment of practices and goals, which 
is performed on a bottom-up way (from the practices up to the goals), it is possible to 
classify the capability level of a PA on a scale from 0 to 3 (for details see [26]). 
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3 The Proposed Process Framework: GO-MDD 

The process framework, GO-MDD, extends the works published in [1][2][8][9][21]. 
It is composed of six stages that are performed through an iterative and incremental 
development cycle (Fig. 3). Thus, after performing all the stages, the cycle can re-start 
for a new iteration if the product being developed is not finished yet. 

 

Fig. 3. Stages and artifacts of GO-MDD 

We call GO-MDD a process framework and not simply a process because it has a 
character most descriptive rather than prescriptive, meaning that it focuses on the 
“what” rather than on the “how” (a detailed discussion on the differences between 
descriptive and prescriptive processes is presented in [23]). Hence, GO-MDD can be 
instantiated for each organization prior to its use (e.g., the way of doing the require-
ments elicitation or their validation). 

In particular we apply the CMMI perspective to create a process framework that 
automatically integrates the i* framework into a concrete MDD processes (OO-
Method). This process framework presents specific transformation guidelines, i* ex-
tensions, and verification mechanisms to assure the correct generation of initial MDD 
models from i* models. Then, by means of refinement of this MDD model, a fully 
executable application that is aligned with the stakeholder requirements is generated. 
Since the proposed integration of i* and MDD is based on the class model generation, 
the results presented in this paper can be used as reference for other object-oriented 
MDD processes, such as UML-based proposals. 

An example, related to the management of work requests in a Photography agency, 
extracted from the experiment presented in [9], is used to explain the process frame-
work GO-MDD. The Photography agency is dedicated to the management of photo 
reports and their distribution to publishing houses. This agency operates with freel-
ance photographers, which must present a work request to its production department. 
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Due to space constraints, only those aspects that are not part of i* and are more rele-
vant to the paper’s objectives are illustrated. 

First Stage: Develop Custom Requirements. Requirements from various stakeholders 
are consolidated, prioritized (according to stakeholder needs and constraints) and de-
tailed to be implemented in the current iteration. These requirements can be elicited in 
the current iteration or come from a backlog (i.e., a list) of previously approved re-
quirements (see the description of the Second Stage). The requirements backlog and the 
iterative development cycle were inspired from Scrum [25]. As the result of this stage, 
an SD model is produced and the traceability (i.e., a mapping) from requirements to the 
SD model is created/updated.  

Second Stage: Requirements Management. This stage is responsible for monitoring 
the requirement requests from several stakeholders and performing initial require-
ments elicitation and analysis (of adequacy and impact) in order to decide whether the 
requests will be approved (or not) to be developed in some iteration. It is executed in 
parallel with the first stage, until the product is satisfactorily produced. As the result 
of this stage, a backlog of approved requirements is created/updated. 

Third Stage: Develop Product Requirements. In this stage, detailed in [2][21], an 
initial SR model is produced from the refinement of the SD model. The goals defined 
in the SR model are analyzed to decide the intentional elements that must be consi-
dered as requirements of the system to be. These elements are highlighted by means 
of specific stereotypes, which introduce information to automatically perform the 
corresponding MDD model generation. Thus, an enriched SR model is produced.  

Fig. 4 shows an example of an i* SR model, related to the Photography agency, ex-
tended with the stereotypes defined for the integration with OO-Method. This SR 
model shows that the production department depends on the reception of work re-
quests (i.e., job applications), which are produced by photographers that want a work 
opportunity. The work requests are comprised by the photographer’s personal data. 
The production department is responsible for refusing or accepting the received work 
requests by indicating the final work request status. For the accepted requests, a pho-
tographer level is assigned according to the information provided by the Commercial 
Department. The stereotypes that extend the i* SR model introducing specific infor-
mation to generate the corresponding MDD (class) model according to the OO-
Method approach, and their main application to the transformation process are briefly 
described as follows (further information can be found in [2]): 

 

• SActor: Indicates that an i* actor must be maintained by the corresponding system. 
This actor will be represented by means of a class in the generated MDD model. 

• SPhysicalR: Indicates that an i* resource is considered as a physical resource that 
must be maintained in the system as a class in the generated MDD model. 

• SInfoR: Indicates that an i* resource is considered as an informational resource that 
must be maintained in the system as class attribute in the generated MDD model. 

• STask: Indicates that an i* task must be considered for the system behavior. This 
will be represented as a class service in the generated MDD model. 
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Fig. 4. Example of extended i* SR model 

Fourth Stage: Verification, Analysis, and Validation: The models defined in the 
previous stages are used as input for this stage. An analysis is performed to guarantee 
that the requirements defined in the SR model are necessary and sufficient to meet the 
organizational goals and to balance stakeholder’s needs and constraints. Then, the 
requirements are validated with the stakeholders to guarantee their correctness and 
completeness and, if any problem is detected in the analysis or in validation, it must 
be fixed. Later, the resultant SR model is verified by means of a set of measures (de-
tailed in [9]), which evaluate the elements extended. These verification measures are 
formally specified by means of OCL rules [18] and guarantee the completeness of the 
MDD model generation in relation to the requirements indicated in the i* model. This 
has been demonstrated by means of the controlled experiment presented in [9]. The 
measures not only identify the modeling issues, but also provide fixing guidelines to 
improve the SR model and the MDD model generation. Hence, if some problem is 
detected during the model verification, it must be fixed before getting to the next 
stage. For instance, the measure Wrong Attribute Generation (Table 1) specifies that 
an i* resource stereotyped as an informational resource (SInfoR) must be related to a 
system actor (SActor) or to a physical resource (SPhysicalR), which are transformed  
 

Table 1. Some characteristics of the measure Wrong Attribute Generation 

Characteristic Definition 
Measurement Scale Ratio scale 
Attribute to be measured Informational resources not related to a physical resource or to an actor. 
Measurement principle This kind of informational resource corresponds to a wrong attribute gener-

ation in the MDD model. 
Measurement procedure The attributes to be measured must be counted to obtain the number of 

informational resources that cannot be transformed into attributes. 
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into a class. Otherwise, the informational resource cannot be transformed into a class 
attribute due to the lack of a class that contains it. 

Fifth Stage: Generate Initial MDD Model: Once the i* SR model has been verified 
and improved according to the corresponding verification measures, it is transformed 
into an initial MDD model (class model) by means of a set of model-to-model trans-
formations (detailed in [2] and [21]). We refer to an initial MDD model and not a 
complete one because there are aspects related to specific system functionality that 
cannot be obtained from requirements models. 

Traceability from requirements to the MDD model is also produced in this stage. It 
is important to point out that the class model is the central model in the OO-Method 
approach. The rest of the models that are necessary to completely specify the OO-
Method conceptual model (such as the presentation or the functional model) are de-
rived from this central model. Thus, the traceability from requirements to the other 
OO-Method models can be obtained from the association of requirement elements to 
the corresponding class model elements. Fig. 5 shows the class model obtained from 
the extended i* model presented as example in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 5. Initial class model generated from the extended i* SR model 

A specific OO-Method construct that differs from the traditional (UML-like) class 
model notation can be observed in the generated class model. This is the agent rela-
tionship, which indicates the visibility that a class has over attributes or services of 
other classes of the model. Agent relationships are defined between a class generated 
from an i* actor and the elements generated from i* elements that are inside the 
boundary of the actor transformed (e.g., the agent relationship that is defined from the 
class ProductionDept to the service toReceiveWorkRequest). These relationships pro-
vide relevant information for defining presentation models related to the specification 
of users’ interactions with the final system. 

Sixth Stage: MDD Model Refinement and Code Generation. The initial MDD 
model generated is refined to introduce those design aspects that cannot be obtained 
from the transformation of the enriched i* SR model. Some of the refinements that 
must be performed are the specification of additional class services, association of 
cardinalities, or specific system constraints. The refined model is verified by means of 
a facility provided by the OO-Method modeling tool [19], which guarantees the  
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correct specification of the MDD model for the automatic code generation. The sys-
tem source code is generated by applying the OO-Method model compilation tech-
nology. Finally, the generated source code must be compiled and executed in order to 
be validated against the corresponding requirements. 

3.1 Research Method for the Design of GO-MDD 

The design of GO-MDD was done according the following research method. First, 
based on previous works of our research group, regarding the integration of i* and 
OO-Method [1][2][8][9][21] (that propose the use of stereotypes, transformation 
guidelines and verification measures), an initial version of the process framework was 
specified. The compliance of this version was analyzed against the RD process area 
and, based on the gaps identified in the analysis, new characteristics, activities and 
artifacts were included into GO-MDD to make it fully compliant with this process 
area. Finally the compliance mapping, described in the next section, was produced. 
No exclusions were done from the original process, and the inclusions were mainly 
related to the consolidation, prioritization and traceability of requirements (First 
Stage); the whole Requirements Management (Second Stage); the analysis and valida-
tion of requirements (Fourth Stage); and the definition of an interactive/incremental 
cycle (performed along the whole process framework). 

4 Compliance Mapping from the RD Process Area and GO-MDD 

According to CMMI-DEV, the purpose of RD is to elicit, analyze and establish cus-
tomer, product, and product component requirements. A compliance mapping be-
tween the capability level 1 of RD and the proposed process framework (GO-MDD) 
is presented in this section. For each SG, its purpose is described, and for all the cor-
responding SPs, a mapping relating stages, activities, and artifacts of GO-MDD to 
each SP is produced. To comply with the capability level 1, a process must satisfy the 
generic goal (GG) associated to this level (GG 1), which has only one generic practice 
(GP 1.1) that requests all the SGs associated to the PA to be satisfied (if at least one of 
the SGs is not satisfied, the PA is considered to have capability level 0). For evaluat-
ing capability levels higher than 1, a PA must satisfy the GG associated to the specific 
level, which imposes other requirements, and all the GGs associated to the lower le-
vels. Fig. 6 instantiates the meta-model presented in Fig. 2 to represent the elements 
involved in the compliance mapping for level 1. 
 

 

Fig. 6. The capability level 1 for the RD process area 

Legend: 
RD – Requir. Develop. 
GG – Generic Goal 
GP – Generic Practice 
SG – Specific Goal 
SP – Specific Practice 
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SG 1 Develop Customer Requirements: This goal addresses the collection of stake-
holder needs, expectations, constraints and interfaces, and their translation into cus-
tomer requirements. 

SP 1.1 Elicit Needs: requirements should be elicited and a requirements specification 
(e.g., a textual document or a model) should be produced. The requirements specified 
(functional and non-functional) express stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, 
and interfaces for all the phases of the product lifecycle. 

Compliance mapping: A preliminary requirements elicitation is performed in the Re-
quirements Management stage and a list of approved requirements is produced. Then, 
in the Develop Custom Requirements stage, the requirements to be implemented in the 
current iteration are detailed, and an initial i* model (SD) is produced with the defini-
tion of different organizational actors (stakeholders) and their dependencies. 

SP 1.2 Transform Stakeholder Needs into Customer Requirements: Requirements 
elicited from various stakeholders (including business and technical functions) should 
be consolidated, analyzed regarding missing information and presence of conflicts, 
and prioritized according to some criteria. Requirements specific to verification and 
validation (V&V) for the system to be can also be elicited. 

Compliance mapping: The SD model produced in the Develop Custom Requirements 
stage is a consolidated and prioritized specification of the needs from various stake-
holders. 

SG 2 Develop Product Requirements: This goal addresses the refinement and ela-
boration of customer requirements in order to develop product and product compo-
nent requirements. Some of the practices associated to this goal can be performed 
during or in conjunction with a design stage. 

SP 2.1 Establish Product and Product Component Requirements: product and prod-
uct component requirements should be derived (identified) from customer require-
ments. Product requirements are functional and non-functional requirements ex-
pressed in technical terms that can be used for design decisions. Modifications on 
customer requirements due to approved requirements changes must be reflected in the 
derived requirements. Derived requirements also address the needs of other lifecycle 
phases (e.g., production, operations and disposal). 

Compliance mapping: The enriched SR model produced in the Develop Product 
Requirements stage is a refinement of the SD model and specifies which requirements 
(functional and non-functional) are allocated to the products and product components 
to be developed. Modifications on customer requirements are captured in the Re-
quirements Management stage, and their impacts on the derived requirements are 
analyzed based on the traceability from requirements to the SD model (produced in 
the Develop Custom Requirements stage), on the refinement relationship between the 
SD and the SR models, and on the traceability from requirements to class model (pro-
duced in the Generate Initial MDD Model stage). 

SP 2.2 Allocate Product Component Requirements: The product components re-
quirements (functional and non-functional) should be allocated to product compo-
nents of the defined solution. 
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Compliance mapping: In the Generate Initial MDD Model stage, the initial class 
diagram generated is a first approximation for the allocation of requirements to prod-
uct components. Later, this allocation can be updated when the class diagram is re-
fined in the MDD Model Refinement and Code Generation stage. 

SP 2.3 Identify Interface Requirements: Interface requirements between functions, 
objects or other logical entities should be identified. 

Compliance mapping: The initial class diagram, produced in the Generate Initial 
MDD Model stage, includes classes, methods, attributes, and associations. It defines 
the interfaces among entities that are identified from the requirements. Later, these 
interfaces can be updated when the class diagram is refined for code generation. 

SG 3 Analyze and Validate Requirements: This goal addresses requirements analy-
sis and validation. Its specific practices support the development of the requirements 
in SG 1 and SG 2. Some of the practices associated to this goal can be performed 
during or in conjunction with a design stage. 

SP 3.1 Establish Operational Concepts and Scenarios: Operational concepts and 
scenarios should be identified and maintained (i.e., updated when necessary). Opera-
tional concepts are general descriptions of the ways in which entities are used or  
operate. Scenarios are detailed sequences of events that make explicit some of the 
functional or quality attribute (non-functional) needs of the stakeholders. 

Compliance mapping: The SD and SR models illustrate the tasks and subtasks (i.e., 
the way of doing something) related to the satisfaction of goals that the actors would 
like to achieve. In particular, the enriched SR highlights the tasks and subtasks related 
to processes that will be automated. 

SP 3.2 Establish a Definition of Required Functionality and Quality Attributes: a 
definition of the required functionality and quality attributes should be established and 
maintained. 

Compliance mapping: The enriched SR in conjunction with the initial class diagram 
specify the quality attributes (softgoals) and required functionalities (tasks and class 
services) that are related to the requirements elicited. Later, when the class diagram is 
refined, these quality attributes and functionality can be updated. 

SP 3.3 Analyze Requirements: The requirements for one level of the product hie-
rarchy should be analyzed to determine if they are necessary and sufficient to meet 
the objectives of higher levels (i.e., the practice analyses the consistence between 
requirements in different levels of hierarchy). 

Compliance mapping: Satisfaction of this SP is discussed together with the next one. 

SP 3.4 Analyze Requirements to Achieve Balance: Requirements should be analyzed 
to balance stakeholder’s needs and constraints, such as cost, schedule, product or project 
performance, functionality, priorities, reusable components, maintainability, and risks. 

Compliance mapping: The SP 3.3 and SP 3.4 are satisfied in the following way. Pre-
liminary requirements analysis is performed during the Requirements Management 
stage and also in the Develop Custom Requirements stage, when requirements are 
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consolidated and prioritized according to stakeholder needs and constraints. In the 
Verification, Analysis, and Validation stage, the consistence among requirements 
from different levels of hierarchy is analyzed. Additionally, the defined measures 
automatically verify the i* models in the context of the MDD process to assure the 
transformation completeness of the necessary requirement elements. Thus, the MDD 
model generated provides a complete representation (at design time) of all the arti-
facts defined at requirements level. 

SP 3.5 Validate Requirements: Requirements should be validated to ensure that the 
resulting product will perform as intended in the end-user environment. 

Compliance mapping: Prior to the generation of the initial class model, in the Verifi-
cation, Analysis, and Validation stage, the requirements are validated with the stake-
holders in order to guarantee their correctness and completeness. Also, the iterative 
and incremental refinement cycle that is present in our proposal allows automatically 
generated class models to be used to generate prototypes, which are validated by the 
stakeholders to assure the correct implementation of their needs. Hence, at each itera-
tion, an initial MDD (class) model can be automatically generated from the require-
ments and later refined to obtain a complete and precise description of the generated 
MDD elements in order to perform the model compilation into an increment towards 
the final software product. Thus, necessary changes in the requirements are intro-
duced in the defined i* models to generate a new version of the corresponding class 
models, and to perform a new model compilation and validation. 

5 Related Work 

In the literature, we have not found any work that proposes a software process based 
on the automatic integration of GORE with MDD and compliant with a maturity 
model. However, there are works which treat the pair-wise association of these soft-
ware development approaches. Some of these works are described as follows. 

The integration between GORE and MDD has been discussed in several works. 
However, most of these works (such as [12][14][24]) are not based on standards or well-
defined processes, nor do they introduce automation possibilities. Therefore, the applica-
tion of these proposals must be manually performed [15], which is not a suitable option 
since the manual translation of models is a time consuming and error prone task [13]. 

In relation to the integration of GORE with a software process maturity model, in 
[3] it is proposed an approach for requirements development and management in the 
context of system family engineering, which, according to the authors, complies with 
the RD and RM3 process areas of CMMI. In this approach, high abstraction level 
goals (related to functional aspects) and softgoals (related to quality aspects) are the 
first means used to elicit requirements. However, as opposed to our work, an explicit 
mapping identifying which are all the evidences to attest its compliance with CMMI 
is not presented; neither the approach is integrated into a complete software process 
from requirements to code. 

                                                           
3  The Requirements Management process area is responsible for tracking requirements changes, 

analyzing the impacts of the changes and maintaining the requirements traceability. 
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Although there are some specific works related to the compliance of MDD ap-
proaches with CMMI or its ancestor (CMM) [4][6][7][29], they fail to deal with this 
issue properly. These works do not explain in detail how an approach complies with 
the maturity model, where the approach should be adjusted for compliance, and 
whether/where the approach conflicts with the maturity model requirements. 

Hence, unlike those previous works, we proposed a complete software process 
framework, which integrates GORE and MDD through automatic transformation 
from requirements to initial design models and compliant with a software process 
maturity model. To demonstrate the adherence of the GO-MDD process framework 
with the maturity model, a detailed compliance mapping was presented. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this work, based on the research question How can be designed a GORE-based 
MDD process to fulfill the requirements of a software process maturity model?, we 
advocated that GORE and MDD can be put together to comply with the requirements 
of a software process maturity model, thus supporting the application of a GORE 
approach into real (industry) scenarios. In order to demonstrate the soundness of this 
idea, we have proposed a software process framework based on i* and OO-Method, 
and have described how it complies with the RD process area of CMMI-DEV. Even 
though the work has been based on specific instances of GORE, MDD, and a software 
process maturity model, we believe that this idea can be generalized to other in-
stances, but further research need to be done in this direction. 

This proposal is part of a wider work that is related to the use of GORE and MDD 
to define a full software process, compliant with a software process maturity model, 
covering the long path that goes from goal-oriented requirements modeling to a final 
high-quality software product. In this context, several future works can be developed: 
1) Extending the proposed process framework to be compliant with other process 
areas and capability levels of CMMI is necessary. Despite the framework proposed 
already presents some characteristics that partially meet other PAs, such as “require-
ments management” and “project monitoring and control”, additional characteristics 
must be considered to be compliant with these and further PAs; 2) We are aware that 
the evaluation of the proposal in real development scenarios is necessary. Hence, we 
consider as future work the development of empirical studies to validate the feasibili-
ty and the effectiveness of the proposed process framework, and to analyze the prac-
tical implications of its use in an industrial context; 3) The investigation of the re-
search question in the scope of other software development approaches (i.e., different 
GORE, MDD and/or maturity models approaches) needs to be done; 4) Finally, a 
systematic literature review [11] should be conducted to verify in deep the existence 
of other related works. 
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